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Personal Needs and Medth Use

In The Netherlanda and the United States

The '.11ses4114 gratifications" approach to communication research

assumes that patterns of mass media use are determined to a large extent

by active fiedia audience members seeking satisfaction for a 'number of

specifiC-needs stemming from their social, psychological and physical

dnvirondents. Thus, the uses and gratifications tradition has focused

on the question of which media are used to obtainisatiafaction for.which

needs by what groupa of people.

The basic framework for this study is taken from the work of Katz,

Gurevitch and Raas, whose study of 1,500 Israeli aduits provided an ex-,

1tensive catalog of media-related gratifications, The basic assumption

of their work is that various-socfal and psychological needs mediate in the

selection of both mass media and media content.

Although previous redearch 1n4The Netherlanas by Wikhoit and de Bock2

found no evidence that expected giatifications played an intervening role

in how the Dutch television audience responded to a popular imported family

.comedy, the present sly attempts to.look more deeply into 'the role of

'---.,4s-{61511a1 needs (and percerved gratification of such needs),in predicting
l7

media use in both Holland and the United States.

To what extent desired gratifications are intervening factOrs in media

exposure and-effects remains a question, despite considerable repearch.

Major studies of political,communiCation suggest gratificatiofts are related

3 'to exposure,'political attitudes and knowledge,, and issue salience. More

recent Work on the public telivision audience in the U.S. found that refined

meesdrei of gratifications we're better predictors of consumption than

.1
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traditional demographic variables only for tho-se persons olassified as
A

"decis1onmakers."
4

Palmgreen and-Rayburn concluded that social constraints,

work schedules, and. media availability may be more powerful than personal

motivations in predicting'media u8e.5

A considerable amount of earlier work leads us to question the rela-

tate predictiveness of the gratifications approach. Several dedades ago,

pogart suggested.that,social-occipational factors were likely to be more'

powerful determinants:of4media exposure than individual motivations.
6

At

ab6ui the same time, Sears and Fre&iman reanalyzed much of the effects

retlearch to date and, in effect, rediscovered the role of social structure

-and mechanical circumstances in explaining media%exposure patterns.
7

On the other hand, there are pei.suasive arguments in the psychology

literatur'e tor the validity of a gratifications perspective, Perhaps 'the

most persuasive anj thorOugh:analysis is by McGuire, who argues that with-.
a

out ropinforcemeqt of gratifications sought, the "clear and loyal.preferences.

among equally accessible mass communications" that emerge in many studies

woufd be htghly unlikely.
8

Also, as Blumler has suggested, methodological

' improvements In gratifichtion studiessuch as moving from singIe-item to

/multiple-question gratification measums--may(jielp in resolving some of the

challenges to uses and gratifications inquiry. 9

Blumiler, in arguing that researchers must consider how audience motiva-

tions are related to mediaiuse and media influence, suggested three basic

audience orientations: (1)-Cognitive (surveillance, vote guitance seeking,

and reality exploration); (2) Diversion (entertainment and excitefent); and

(3) Pet4ona1 Identity (reinforcement hnd salience of personal expeiriences).
10

The present U.S.-Dutch study soupt to Include specific nieeds.reflecting

these three basic orieotattons. Nine different needs were examined in the

do
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U.S., but Ally filx were included in the Dutch study because of more severe

interviewing tinie limitations: The specific.needs included in this study

were:,

Audience Orientations Dutch Needs

A. Cognittire

.

1. Need "keep tabs
von what's going on

4. Need to knowwhat
lother pedple are

thinking

-B. Diversion - 1. Need to be enter-
` tained

2. Need to.rlax

C. Personal Identity 1. Need to avoid.,
feeling lonely

2. Need to have
influence

PurpOses of Study

U.S. Needs

,/

L. Need to keep tabs on.'
what's going on

2. Need to know what
other people are
saying

3.

\
Need to plan yiyr day

1. Need to be entertained

-2. .Need to relax

3. reed-to kill time.

1: tieed to avoid feeling.
lonely

2. Need to have influence

3. Need to get to know
yourself better

This study replicates substantial aspects of the Katz, Gurevitch and Haas

Israeli s5.Udy, and it seeks to expand the usep and gratifications approach by

includlng,a measure of the salience of each'neqd, as well as a measure of the

level of qatisfaction obtained from media for each,need.

The specific research objectives were: '

1. To compare the salience (frequency and dtrength) of the various
needs within each country and between countries.

2. To relate the salience of vielous needs to the frequency and.kind
of mass media use in the two cOuniries,

/
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3. 'To determine the amount of satisfaction' obtained from media
in general (and from specific media) for the various needs.

4. To compare the salience of need measures with more traditional
demographic measures in predicting frequency of mass media use,

0 both-for specifio need satisfaction and in general.

Method

Telephone,surveys were used 'to stu 786 Indianapolis; Indpna, residents
,

and 413 Dutch respondents, all of who*were 14 Years of age or older. The

U.S. sample was a disproportionate random one, providing an overrepresenta-

tion of young persons (14 to 20 years old) and older persons (62 to 87), The

(Dutch sampie,was a stratified random group of persons aged 15 and older, rep-
,-

resentative of the entire nation. All interviews were conducted by traindd

interviewers during April and May of 1978. The response rate for the U.S.

sample was abput 8Z%, and,for the Dutch sample it was about 79%,

The structured questionnaire included measutes of salience (frequency and

strength) of various needs, frequency of media use to satisfy needs, most

prefer?ed medium for each need, and level.of satisfaction obtained if mass

media were used to satisfy the need:

1. About how often do ydn,feel the need to be specific need) ?

always often occasionally seldom

never(SXIP TO NEXT PAGE) don't know (DON'T SUGGEST).

2. When you went to (Apecific need) is the feeling usually:

very strong strong moderate weak

very weak -don'k know (DON'T SUGGEST)

4. When you. wantlto (specific need) , what do you do?
-- What artivity:do you turn to?-

(LIST"ALL ACTIVITIES MENTIONED)
(IF RESPONDENT HAS MENTIONED ONE OF 16 MASS'MEDIA, SKIP TO
QUESTION 6. IF MORE THAN ONE MEDIUM MENTIONED, SKIP TO

4. How'Often, if at all, do you turn to
.

any of the mass media ,o,hen
you want, tb (specific neeti)

always often '- occiisionally seldom
ne4Sk (SKIP TO NEXT PAGE) - tiOn't know (DON'T SUGGEST)
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to have influence (one of the three personal identity needs). 14 'Ole U.S.

5

-5. Which of the mails media woup you most want 'to use in
this situation?

radio levision magazines movies

newspapers books don't know (DON'i SM1GEST)

6. When you fill in
one medium mentioned) does it

answei to number 5--or to number 3 if onl
spelcifie need) you :

a little'. hard.Ity at' alllot a fair amount

. don't know (DON'T SU(GEST)

Additional items in the questionnaire included general media use,

questions for television, newbpaper and radio, and a set of demographic,

social and'.politiCal questions.

gesult8

eat

Salience-of Needs. The needs to keep tabs on tHings and to relax were

the.mqst salient for both Dutch and U.S. responaents. (See Table 1) In . r

the Dutch sample, these two needs were%followed by.the two reMaining cog- ,

\\niiive-zind diversion needs--the need to be entertained and the need to know

what others are thinking--suggesting that the cognitive and diversion motives

are more salient for the Dutch 'than-the personal/ identity motive.

Table 1 About Here

Perhaps because of cultural differences, the pattein'of findings was diff-

erent for the 043. sample, in which the third most salient need was the need

'
1,

sample, adolescent, young and Middlle-aged women ratedlthe need to have in-
/ .

fluence as much less important than their male counterparts, suggesting that

'the stereotypical image of the aggressive American male may have some empiri-

cal basis. (See Tabla 1) .
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Taken together, however, the salience rankings of the first six needs'

are quite similar for both Dutch and U.S. samples, suggesting that some of

the same needs may btt important to people of different cultures.

Frequency of Media Use to Satisfy Needs. \The needs to keep tabs and to

bie entertained ingpired the most. frequent mese media use in both Dutch and

U.S. respondents. (See,Table 2)

mass media fairly often to avoid

Although the Dutch tended to say they use
, -

feeling lonly, the U.S. Tespondents were

less likely to do so. Media were least, often used by the Dutch and Americans7

when they felt the need to,haVe influence on things happening around them.

Table. 2 About Here

'Again, the overall rankings for the two groups are.fairly Similar, sug-

A
.gesting that there are some common patterns of mass media use for satisfying

the same needs in Indianapolis and Holland. ,Among both

seem to be used most often in response to cognitive and

rather than In response to a general need for personal

groups, mass media

diversion motives,

identity.

Choiceof'Specific Media to ghtlpfy Needs. Television was th, most_fre,-.

quently used medium in response to four of-the six needs for the Dutch and

five of the nine needs for the U,S. sample. (See Table_3) But newspapers

were most often used for the.most salient cognitive neea (to keeP tabs'on

things).

The Dutch were more likely to rely on television to know what others are

thinking, whereas the U.S. sanre was pore likely to tIrn to newspapers.

(See Table 3) In addition, the Dutch used newspapers most frequently when

their felt,the need to have influence on things around them", whereas the'U.S.

temple was split evenly betyeen newspapers and television'for-ehis need, with

8
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women more likely to use newspapers and men more likely to use television.

11

Table 3 About Here

Overall, the similarities between the Dutch and U.S. samples in choice of

specific media'to satisfy various needs are striking. It appears that the

Dutch gengrally use the same media moat often in response to the same speci-

fic persbnal needs as do Indianapolis residents.

Needs Best Satisfied by Media. High levels of satisfaction with media.

performance were mosCo.ften reported for the neds to relax, keep tabs and

avoid feeling lonely in the Dutch stuiv ,(See Table 4) In the U.S. survey,

the noeds best satisfild by mass media were to yeep tabs, to be tntertained

anik to relftem U.S. respondents were relatively less satisfied yith media

perfospance in response to the need to avoid feeling lonely than were Dutch

people, and the Dutch semed to be relqtively less satisfied 'with melia for

being entertained than did the U.S. sample.

dr

- TabW 4 *out Here

. .

Both(groups were
4
selative1y dissatisfied with. media for the- needs to have

,

influence'and to know what others'arehinking. And the U.S. sample was

least sAtisfied with media for planang the daY.

111 general, the U,S, sample was most satisfied with media for diversion,

,

ary needs:(be entertained, relax andIill time) and least satisfied with

\,

\media for personal identity nepls (know'yourself, have influence). The pat:-

.tern was soMewhat mixed for the putch samOle, but except for the need tO.

- .

avoid feeling lonelyt.the overall media satpiefaction'rankns were fairly

11



similar tor the two groups.

1

Media Best at Satisfying Needs. Although one of the least often used

media in reiFonse to'various needs, books were rated most satisfying by the

qutch people who used them for the two versionary needs (to be entertained

and to relax) and for one of the personal identity needs (to avoid feeling

41011'
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loAly). (See Table 5) In the U.S. survey, books were rated first or

second most satisfying for eight of the nine needs by those few persons who

-used.them in.response to those needs.

Table 5 About Here

As in the Dutch sample, books were rated highest mainly for diversionarY

and personal identity needs by the U.S. respondents; but espedially for per-
_

sonal identity needs. Books were the second mostused medium for the two

. diversionary needs (to be entertained and to"relax) among the Dutch but

were only third most-freqUently used for one of the personal identity needs

(to avoid feeling lontitly) and not aMong the top three,media for the other

personal identity nag. (to have influence).

'

The Dutch were generally,more satfsfied with radio for,relaxing and for

avoiding loneliness than were the U.S. respondents. The Dutch'were also

relatively-more satisfied with televisioniand newspaligrs forknowing what

othefs are thinking and for.having influence than were the Indianapolis resi

'
1

,dents,who-were more satisfied with books and magazines for these needs.

alience'of Needs -Fre uenc of Media Use and Media SatisCaction of tsleds:'

For the Duteh respondents, the more salient needs were,associated with more
.

f iquent media use and, with more satisfactten -from media use% Oee Table 6)

4
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This was also the pattern fbr the U.S. respondents to some extent, but the

.;

9

.1.nk between salience of a need and frequency of media use for that need was

not nearly as coasistent in the U.S. as in the Dutch study. For example, in

the U.S. study the third most salient need (to have influence) was ranked
. .

eighth in frequency of media use and eighth in 4at1sfact1on from media use.

Table 6 About Here

iThe relationship between frequency of media use and satisfactioa from /

media use in the U.S. study, however, was'nearly perfect. No frequency and

satisfaction-rankings varied hy more than one...rank. (See Table 6)

In Holland, then, mass media tended to be used more frequently for more
0

important personal needs, and the more salient the need, the greater the

satisfaction gained from media use for that need. In IIM1anap61is, mass me dia
410

'tended to be used more frequently for tlile two most important needs, but the

relationship was nuch less consisteni for the other needs. The more fre-

quently media were used for needs ilk Indianapolis, however, the greater the

satisfaction gained from media,uSe.

These findings suggest that people in Indianapolis are turning to other

sources besides media for satisfaction of some salient needs, especially the

need to have influence olithings. In contrast, the Dutch are more likely to
-r

use media more often when the salience of a need .is greater. 'Particularly

interesting is the fir*ng in the U.S. 'that media are used third mast fre-

quently for.ithe least salient of the nine needs (to kill

Predictors of Salience of Needs. Age emergedas the most powerful pre-
,

dictor of need salience 4:lefined as frequency and strength of need) in the
V,

Ind-ianapolis sample. Sex of the resprdent was also a predictor Of the

4.
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Salience of loneliness. 'Socioeconomic st/Mis (deftned as .educational

level combiried with occupational status) did not appear to be a predlOor

of salience of any of the needs. (See Table 7)

In general, 'the older the American respondent, the less salient,the-.7-

needs (as we pave defined them) apPeared to b . The most dramatic inns-

tration.a. the impact of age 16 on-the.safience of the need for entertain-
-.

tuent..:,

,

The most significant finding in the'll:S. sample is _that the three.

predictbrs Wq have looked at explain very little of the variability in need
z- f

ralience. Appa t,I7 other situational, or perhaps other psychological;

factorNare antetedent.to need salience. To the extent-that age-is a

V.4

factor in perceived satteoce of various needs, our-findings suggest that ,.

\\ there may.be a cpmplft6nt of needs=,--factor; other than thecommonly cited-
.

ones thpt were used here--that replace the needs of a,younger age for .

Americans. r-

, a

In contrast, educational level was the most powerful predictor-of .need

Tablp 7 Atou t Here ,

4

*
salience in The HetherlandS.' Sex'6f the respondent was a factor on loneli-

,

ness (as it was also in.the American sqmple) 'and entertainment. Age was a

factor among the Dutch on the meeds to'kepp tabs and to have influence.
, .

(See Table 7)
tr

As 1.9 the U.S. study, Very little of the variabili.ty in need salience
4 111

/

was predicted by the demographlc variables used in the.Dutch study, Suggest-
. ,

ing that in both studies the salience .tif need measures were not surrogate

demogkap hiC measures but were measures of underlying audience motives
.

which.were fairly indePendent Of:fiemographic and social status.

^
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Predictors ch_Prequency of Media WO, for 'Need Satiseactin. The amount
-T---

. .

A -of perceived salience of-various needs appears to have very little'to'do
_ ...

s, . ,

-
-.,. . . .

.
. .

. .

. with the eibent to ifich mass m9dia are,used' by Americans in satisfying these

needs (defined ,as how often tale media are turned to when'the.need'is

Age, sex, 'and socioecommit status are

the most signlficant findiutilie that

. -

much-of the variability in'frequenc
.e\

....Indianapolis sample. (See Table'8)

qually good predictors. But, again,.

one of the variables appears to explain

0.

-"44. 4.;.
mediS de.e.for need satisfaction in the.""k,

.

Table 8 About

These results are in sharp.contrast

ere 4.

the pattern of Dutch responses,

Need salience was clearly the dominant predicto

in satisfying the yarious needs.

still large amounts of variation

needs which are not explained by

(See Table 8)

in frequericy of

the_demographic

Dutch use of mass media

Nevertheleiis, there are

Media use for satisfying

0

and salience of need pre-

dictors. The largest R2 in the Dutch study is .15, and the largest in the

U.S. study is .04.

. .

Perhaps media use for neV.satisfaction is- an act that is subsumed by

the larer exposure patterns of Americans and, to a lesser extent, the Dutch

peopl e . In other words, it

.the mas media upon feeling

is possible that many persons do not turn to

a need because they arecalready consuming me4ia

.for a variety of other reasons. If this is true, perhaps a look at general

'media expoSure patterns for the Ipdianapblis and Dutch samples may prove

revealing.

Predictors of General Television Exposure, So far, the role

a9d salience of need variables has been discussed in relation to

oflmass media use to vatisfy specific needs. But the importance

of demographic

the frequency

of personal
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ieneeds and .demographic measures in mass conrn,unic1tt& On research lies not only

in their ability to predict media use for specific purposet4 but also in
A

4
, their ability to predict and explain more gegeral patterns of exposure to

different media. AS

to.test the predictive power of all demographic and salience.of need

variables, linear multiple regression analyses were carried out using time \
\,

spent with newspapers and television as the dependent variables. 'The best

predictor of average number of minutes per day spent with television in Hol-

land was educaion, followed by five galience of need measures. The best

predictor of average number of'hours per day spent with'television in Indi-

anapolis was the .salience of the need

Vi

Table 9 About Here sV
to kill time, followed 'by three demographiwariables and two aalience of

\
1

ne iqid measures. ;(See Table 9) Thus in Holland the personal needs played a
.

,

more dominant role in predicting time spent with television than in Indianapolis.

In .Holland less-educated people watched more tet:7ision than more-educated
,k

people, and those with a more salient need for entertainment spent more time

with TV than those with a less salient need for entertainment. In addition,

those persons with a less salient need to know what others think and/or a

less saliR#i need to have influence spent more time with television.

1
In Indianapolis, those persons with a more salient need to kill time spent

0, ,more time with television. Women were likely to spend more time with TV than
AO,

men, and those with lower incomes were also more likely to spend more time with

TV than those' with higher iikomes. Being married was weakly correlated with

TV exposure,'a's were less salient needs one s day and to know what

14
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others are saying./ (See Table 9)

In both the.Dutch and U.S. samplefi, inCreased salience of the need to

knew whit others are thinking and-saying was associated with less.TV expo-
.

sure. Although an incYease in the salience orneed for entertainment was

moderately correlated with television exposure in Holland, the salience

of entertainment was nol ambng the top siX predictors in the U.S. sample,

even though televison was the most-often mentioned medium of choice in res-

ponse to.the peed to be entertained'in bothsountries. (See Table 3)

This findin&suggests that televlsion may not, be irery effective at en-

tertaining people in tha--Indianapolis area, but probably is effective at

helping them kill t

-The above speculation is further supported by regressiobs carried out

for four separate age groups in Indianapolis. These analyses inqeate that

the need to be entertained was a negative predictor, of time spent:14th TV

for adolescents and was not 4 predictor for young or middle-aged adults,

f

4
but the need to kill time was a positive predictor of TV exposure for all

age groups except the middle-aged.

Predictors of General Newspaper Exposure. Age was the dominant predictor

of the average number of minutes spent.with a newspaper in Holland and in

Indianapolis. The older the person, the more time spent with the newspaper.

,(See Table 10)

In addition, those persons with a more salient-need to keep tabs on

things tended to spend more time witp newspapers in both Holland and Indiana-.

polis.

In Holland, those.who had a,Areater need to know ishat others are thinking

and to have influence on things spent more time.with newspapers,. but in the

U.S. sample, those with a more salient need eo have influence tended to spend

0
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less time with newspapers, perhaps becnuse-having influence on things,in
1:

the U.S. often means "getting, ahead" in one's occupation which in turn means

.
spending more-time on the jot; and less time at flome reading a newspaperX

Table 10 About Here

-Personal needs genera117 did not play as prominent a rgle-in predicting,

genetal'newspaper.exposure in Holland as they did in predicting general TV

exposure., both age and_political interest 'were stronger predittors than any

of the need's. ,In the U.S. study, the salience of nee4s played 0 slightli_o

more prominent role in-predicting general newspaper eXposure than in predict--
,

ing general TV exposure.

In the-Dutch.study, two of the same needs which predfcted general TV

exposure also predicted general newspaper exposure (the needs to know what*

others think and to have influence). ,But whereas thes'e were negative predictors
A

for TV exposure, they were.positive pi-edictor; for riewspaper exposure, (See

Tables 9 and 10) In the U.S. study, the only personal need whictt was among
I.

the top six predictors for both TV and newspaper exposure was the need to

plan one's day, anä it was a fairly weak negative predictor for.both kinds

bf Aedia exposure.

Diversionary needs were the strongest need predictors of general television

exposure in both Holland and Indianapolis, and cognitive needs were the

strongest need predictors'of general newspapqr exposure in'bOth countries,

suggesting that television is perceived as more suited for diversion and news-

papers more suited for cognitive (reality exploration) needs in both countries,

This conclusion is further supported by data in Table 3 which indicate that

newspapers were most often turned to in.'response to the need to keep tabs on

things, and television was most often turned to in response to the needs

4-"."
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\ to belmtertained and to kill time.-

.N

Conlusions

%

Holland and the United States provide interesting ce4es for coinparison.

Both countries have highly developed media systems that reach a mafOrity
,

of their populations. A grAiter range of -media content--especially'in

entertainment--is available 111 the U.S., but the Dutch system of broadcast-

ing also provides considerable diversity.

Although the bUtch and American medih systems and cultures differ con-'

siderably, there are.a numb'er of striking similarities in the findings of

the two surveys reported here. The relative salience of the different

needs, the relative frequency of media"use in response to the different

needs,and tHe specific media most often used in response to different needs

are all quite similar in both the Dutch and the U.S. surveys. Except for

one notable point, the relative levels of satisfaction with media perform-

anccl- in response to specific needs are also fairly simi r between the two

countries. And in.both countries, demographics are not strong predictors

of the salience of needs.

There ake some important differences between the two countries, how-

ever. In Holland mass media tend to be used more frequently for the more

important personal needs, and the more salient'the need, the greater the

relative satisfaction gained from media use for that need. In Indianapolis

the more frequently media are used in response to a need, the higher the

satisfaction, btt media are not used relatively.often for some highly salient

needs.

These findings raise the posaibility that the mass media in Indianapolid.

are noV,as effective at satisfying important personal needs as are the Dutch

mass media. This speculation is further suppoited by.the faCt that the need

claimed.to be least important to the Ainertpans--t timestimulated '

11



relatively frequent mitdia use and high satisfaction 'with media.
.,4

4

The Dutch surva suggests a Stronger role for the salience ot need

measures in predicting frequency of media use.for specific needs than does
A

-16

the Indialapolis survey. Ituf even though the-personal needs.are more
A

important tn predicting general newspaper and televsision use in the U.S.,

the demographics of age, education and political interest are more power-

ful predtceorp of gen'eral media exposure than any of the need salience

measures in both countries.

Although the total variationin both specific and general media use
,

accounted for by demographic a d need sagence measures is faifly low in

)
,:"'

both countries, our data sugge t that it: is useful to consider-Wth demo-
\'

graphics and personal needs in trying to predict frequency and kind of mass

media use. Because the demographics in our study were generally not good

predictors of the perceived salience of personal needs, we must conclude

that need measures are distinct frowdemographics.

Our data also suggest that other factors besides the ones included in

this study should be taken into accounc when trying to predict media use.

.These factors probably include social'constraints, Ork schedules and media

availability, as well as other personal needs not measured here.

It is clear'from our data, however, that people in The Netherlands and

the United States do consider some personal needs more important than others,

do turn "to mass media when they feel certain important needs, and do choose

different media for satisfying different personal needsr It 10 alsoclearm

that these personal needs cot across demographic and social class boundaries

and that they cannot>be ignored studying mass media use in Holland and in'

the United States.

rry
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Table 1
1

Saliente of Personal Needs

Dutch Sample U.S. Sample
_ (n-40b) (n786)

Averagg Average
,.... Needs', Gcore 'Rank . Rank -4core

%

A.- I. To Ic'eep tabs
a

3.32
b

1 ..., 1

2. To relax 3.34. 2 2

3. To be
entertained 4.13 3 4.5

4. To know what
others are say-
ing and thinking

4.74 4 4.5 .

5. To have influence 4.96 5 3

6. To avOia feeling
lonely ,j3,4 . 6 8

.7. To plan day d_____l

8. To know self . 7

9. To kill.time _ ... 9

5.92c'

5.46

4.78

4.78

- 4.80

3.56

'0.31

4.30

3.38

4

3These average salience scores (a combination Of frequency and
strength scorel) for the Dutch 4ample range from "1" (high salience) tb
"6"'(low'salience). Some of the ri's, varY slightly from the highest.

- n of 408.

b
In both-sets of rankings (for theputch sample and for the q.s.

sample), a ranking of "1" in4icates the\most salient need and a ranking
of "9" indicates the least salient need.

,
c
These average saliènce scores (a combihation of frequency and

strength scores)' for the UNS. sample range from "2" (loW salience) to
"9" (high salience)., Some of the n's vary slightly from the highest n
of 786.

clot. asked in the Dutch survey.

tt / 20
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.318. Table 2

frequéncy of Mass Media Use to Satisfy.Personal Needs

19

Needs

Dut Sample
( .n

Average
Score

369)

.0-
\...._

Rank

.( b ...

i -
,

Rank

654)

_

Average
Score

1. To keep tabs 1.77a

.

b
1 Al.

c
6.01

2. To be 4

entertained 2.03 2 2 5.70

3. To avoid
feeling lonely 2.32 3 6 4.19

4. To relax 2.64 4 4 4.77

5. . To know what
others are say-
ing and thinking 2.71 5 5 4.64

6. To have influence 3.36 6 , 8 2.57

7. To kill time d---- 3 5.63

8. To know self 7 . 2.89

9. To plan day 9 2.45

aThese average frequency of media use scores for the Dutch sample-
.

! range from "1" (often use) to "4" (never use). .Some of the n's vary

somewhAt from the highest n of 369.

In both sets of rankings (for the.Dutbh sample and for the U.S.
sample), a ranking of "1" indicates the need for which some kind ,

of mass media was turned to most oftel, and.a ranking of "91'\indicates

the nmed for which mass media were turned to least often.

cThese average frequency of media use scores fdr the U.S. sample range
from "1"(never use) to "7" (often use).. Some of the n's vary somewhat

from the highest n of 654.

dNot asked in the Dutch sur4eyv )

Oh



Needs

1. To keep tabs

2. To relax

3. To be
4,

entertained

Table 3

Specific Media Used Most,Often!
/In Response fo Personal Needs

butch Sample
(n 299)

Medium Used
Most Often

Newspapers

Television

IcTelevision

4. To know what 4:4
Nf

others are say-
ing and thinking Television

5. To have
influence Newspapers

6. To avoid
feeling lonely Television

7. To plan day

8. To know self

9. To kill time

a.

U.S. Samylg
(n . 573)

Medidm Used
Most Ofeen

Newspapers

Television

Television

0 :1

20

Newspapers

Newspapers and Televisionc

Television

Television

Books

Television

a
Some of the n's for the different needs in the Dutch survey

vary somewhat from the highest n of 299..

bSome of the n's for the'different needs in the U,S, survey vary
somewhat from the highest n of 573,

/Mese media were tied for first place in response to the need to
have influence.

Not asked in the Dutch survey.



Table 4,

.4.

Satisfaet$on with Media in General for Personal Needs

Needs

mach Sample U.S. Sample
03101

Average
'Score Rank Rank

Average
Score

1. To relax 1.55a 1
b

3 7.45

2. Ta keep tabs 1.56 2.5 1 7.55

3. To,.avoid.

feelinvloomplyr 1.56 2.5 6
/

6.92
,

4. To be
entertained 1.70 4 2 7.46

5. To know wtat
others are saying
and thinking

1.88 5 5 7.25

6. To have influence 2.08 6 8 6.23

7. To kill time 4 7.36

8. To know self 7 6.81

9. To plan day _ 9 5.91

a
These average satisfaction with media scores for the Dutch sample

ranged from "1" (very much satisfied) to "3" (not so much satisfied).
Some of the n's,i/sry somewhat from the highest n of 310.

21

b
In both sets of rankings (for the Dutch sample and for the U.S.

sample), a ranking of "1" indicates the need .for which high levels of
.satisfaction with media were most often reported. A ranking Of "9"
indicates the need for which high levels of satisfaction with media were
least often reported.

Thee
, ranged:
Some of

dNOt

e average satisfaction with media scores for the U.S. sample
'ore "5" (a little satisfaction) to "9" (a lot of satisfaction).
the n's vary somewhat from.the highest n of 601.

asked in the Dut,ch survey.
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Table. 5

SatisfactiOn with Spgcific Media for Personal Needs

Needs

DAlph Ssraplea
t.

U.S. Sample

Mel:lie-Rated

Most Satilifying
b

Media Rated
Most Satigiing

1. To relax Books, Radio Books, Movies

2. To keep tabs Newspapers,
Television

Movies, Newspapers

3. To avoid
feeling lonely

4. To be

Books, Radio ,Books, Magazines

v

entertained Books, Radio Radio, Books

5. To know what
others are saying
and thinking

Television,
Newspapers

Magazines,
Books

6. To have
influence Television,

Newspapers
Books,
Magazines

7. To kill time Movies, Books

8. -To know self Books, Movies

9. To plan day Books, Movies

allo single summary n is reported for the Dutch or the U.S. wimples
because the individual n's vary by need and by medium moat preferred for
satisfying each need.

b
The medip,satisfaction scores for the Dutch sample ranged from "1"

(very much satisfied) to "3" (not so much satisfied). The media listed
here received the.highest average satisfaction scores (lowest numerically)
from those persons who said they most preferred these media for satisfying
the various needs.

%11

Th -meditsatisfaCtion scores for the U.S.' sample ranged from
(a little satisfaction) to "9" (a lot of satisfaction). The media listed
here received the highest averige.satisfaction scores from those persons
who said they-most preferred these media for satisfying the various needs.

dNot asked in the Dutch survey.
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Table 6.

2 3

Salience of Needs,Frequency of Media Use, and Media Satisfaction
of Needs

Needs
1. To keep tabs

2. To relax

3. To be
entertained

,Du t ch S ample

Media
Salience Frequency
Rankings Rankings

.

3

4. To know what
others are say-
ing and think- 4

ing

5. To have

U. S. Sam le

Media. Media Media
Satisfaction Saliefice Frequency Satisfaction
Rankings Rankin s. Rankihga Rankings.

1/4,00.8"""
2.5 1

1 2 4

2 4

5 5

influence 5 6 6

6. To avoid feel-
ing lonely 6

7. To plan day

8. To know self

9. To kill time
1

b

liall.".1411
4.5

)
2

1

3

4.5 5

3

6

r4 9
7 7

9 4

a
For all rankings shown here, the number "1" signifies the most salient need,

the need for which the most persons reported using media the most often, or the
need for which the most persons reported'high levels of satisfaction.

b
Not asked in the Dutch survey.

c
Differences of "2",or more in rankings are marked with an arrow.

25
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, Table 7 '
.

Linear Regression-Analysiii oi,Three'DeMographic
Predictors of ttU Salience; of Personal,'Neelds

Salience of

Dutch ;am le.
(n 1

Predictor Be r

Sig. of
Beta

,

8
-.04

.

Edugation
Sex 7.10-.11 .94

(R -.02)

1.To be enter-
taineit

2.To know what. Age -.07 -.16
others are saying Education ..2 .30 .01

and thinking Sex .00
2

(R ...10).
3.To avoid Age
feeling lonely Education .06 .04

Sex .14 .13 .91

(R -.03)
'4.To have'

influence
Age
Education

0

1

-.15
.25

.06,

.01
Sex, 7 -.10

(R

5.To keep tabs Age .16 .06 .01

Education .32 .29 .01

Sex -.04 -.08 '

(R
2
-r11)

6.To relax Age -.07 -.11
Education .12- .14 .02

Sex .05 .03
2

(R -.03)
7.To kill time

8.10 plan day

9.To know self _

. hs.,>

Aw - 11.. sample
.

34eaietor .

Age ,
SFS
Sex

Age
SES
Sex

Age
SFS

Sex

ge
SES

Sex

Ag6
SES
Sex

24- .

(n - 786)-

Beta'
Sig.

r

f-

-.34
.00

of
eta -

-134
.oa

.0001

-.01 -.07
2 ."

-.22 -.21 .0001 --

.002 .008

.04 .002
2

(R 0...05)

-.11 -,09 .05

.02 .03

.11 .09

:(41
2
..,02)

-.17 -.19 .002

.008 .004
-.07 -.10

2
(R

-.04 .03,,

.03 .03

.03 .03

(R
2
...003)

-.13 -.13 .02

-.05 -.05
.02 -.01

2
(R ...02)

-.14 -.19 .001

.05 ..05

-.01 -.04

.T)Age
.

SES .08, ,08 \,
Sex .0003 -.02

OP (R
2
...04)

Age -.21 -.19 .0001

SES -.03 -.02
Sex .09 .05

(R
2
...05)

of the Dutch
(SES) combination

a
Occupational data were not used in the,preliminary analysis

sample, so'education is Used in place of the socioeconomic status
of education and occupation in the U.S. s7mple.:.In both the Dutch and the U.S. samples, a positive value for bets! and r
indicates that being female is associatea with increased salience of a need. A
negatve,value indicates that being mile is associated with increasedsalience of
a need. Dummy variable analysis was used to treat sex as an independent variable
in these regressions.

tiot asked in the Dutch'sUrvey becaUse of interviewing tiMe constraintb.

t.
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Frequency of
Media Use to
Satisfy Needs

1. To be
entertained

2. To kno-W
. what others
saying and
thinking

3.

AP

To avoid
feeling
lonely

4. To have
influence

5. To keep
tabs

.45

6. To relax

U A A

,7. To kill
.

4

Table 8 .25
Linear Regression Analysis of Four Predictprs

of the Frequency of Mass Media Use for Need Gratification

Dutch Sample-
(n = 413) Sig. of

Predictor Beta r Beta

Age
Edugation

a

Sex
Salience of
Entertainment

Age
are Education

Sex
Salience of
What Others

`, 06 .05
r

.09 ..04.

.11 .03.

44'

.28 .01
....09)

.05
.07 :07
.00 4..03

Say .18 .19 -01

Age
Education

108,

Sex .07
Salience of.
Loneliness .22

Agg '-.20.

Education -.98
Sex .02

Salience of
. Influence -06

Age
Educatipn .14

Sex' ;-.101

Sa1ie6ce of
Keeping tabs .29

Age
..Education.

- Sex'

of
Relax4tion .06

(R2...04)
..07
.20
.08

-.20 .01

(R2=.08),
-117 .01

-42

-

.04

(11
2
=.02)

.02

.22 .01

.16 .04

(R
2
=.15)

-.02
.12 .13 .04'

-.00 -.01

" c
onsime armeme... )1111:11101.1.

.J4
2-

(R =,02)

11

U.S. Stmple
(n =786)7 Sig.,of

Pr9diCtisi Beta r Beta '

, 4,

Aiea
SES
Sex.-

'Salience of
, Entertainment .05 .05

41'42 -.001
.02 .02

.01 .01

Age.
SES
Sex.

.Salience of

What Others
,

Age
SES
Sex .

Satience.of
Loneliness

.13 .13
-.05 :-.05
-.003 .02

,

Say,-.0(4.7.03

-.03
-.02
.07

-.02'

-.142
.07 r'

44 .05

Age .02 .04

SES -.09 -.08'

Sex .08 .08

Salience of
Influence -.02 1.04,

(R
2
=.02)

.11 .11 .05
K

.08 :08

-.001 .03

R
2=42)

2
(R.=.008)

Age
kgs
Sex '

JSalience of
keeping tabs

Age
SES
Sex
Salience of
Relaxation

"Age
SES
Sex'

.4 Salience of
.cime

.11 .05

(R
2
=.03)

.05

-.07
-.11
.07

.04 .06

-:01 -.01
-.02 -.01
.07 .06

-.05, .05

R =.03).

2
(R.=:001)
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Table
.rDutch Sample U.S. Sample

8. Tp plan day Age -.11 -.09
SES -.08 -.10
Sex -.01

Salience of
planning day. -.15 -.13

9. To know Age .03 .01

self SES -.008 -.007
Sex .07 ,.08
Salience of
Knowing self .18 .18

a
Occupational data were not used in the preliminary analysis .

orthe Dutch data, so education is used in.place of the socioeconomic status
(SES) combination of education and occupation in the U.S. data.

,7
b
In both the Dutch and the U.S. samples, a positive value of beta

-26

.05

.01

(R
2
,..04)

.001
2

(R P.,04)

and r indicates that being female is associated with more media use in response
to a given need.- A negatimq value indicates that being male is associated with
more freguent.media use. Dummy variable analysis was used to treat sex as an
independent variable in these regressions.

c
No

i
asked in the Dutch survey-because of interviewing time constraints.

de

1
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Table 9

Linear Regression Analysis Ranking of the Top
Predictors(Among All Demographic and Salience
of Need Measures)of Time Spent.with Telfvision

Dutch Sample U.S. Sample
(n 786)

Beta
(n 413)

Beta
Predictors Beta r 11141_ predictors Beta sig..

Education -.21 -.27 .01 Need to .15 .15 .04

Need for
entertain-
ment .17 .13 Sex

2
.11 .14 .14

Need to
know what
others say -.1.3 -.22 :02 Income -.11 -.18 .17

Need to
have'
influence ,-.11 -.20. .05

Maritai
Status

.08 .02 .32

Need to Need to
relax -.09_ -1.09 '.10 plan day -.08 -.43 .30

Need to Need to
.avoid
feeling

know what
others

lonely .08 . .09 .12 say- -.08 -.11 .32

2 -

R .15 R
2

.09

1
. The measure of time spent with television in the Dutch sample was the

aVerage humbek of minutes Oer day.spent Witb Tr,- which wag obtaineeby 'multiplying
the numb0', of days per week a person said.he.usudlly watched TV times the number
of minutel watched yesterday and dividing 'by seven. The measure of time spent with
television In.the'U.S. was the average number of hours per day spent with TV, ciihich
was obtained in the main manper as the Dutch measure, using hours instead of
minutes.

2-
A positive value of Beta and r for the sex variable in the U.S.

indicates that being female is associated with more time spent with TV:
Variable analysis was used to include sex in the, regression analysis.

34,positive value of Beta and r indicates that being married is
with more timó"spent with TV. Dummy variable analysis was used.

.
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. Table 10
11

Linear Regression Analysis Ranking of the Top Predictors
(Among All Demographic and Salience of NTed Measures)

Of Time Spent with Newspapers

Dutch Sample
(n 413)

Beta
Prediceors Beta r

Age

Political
interest

U,S. Sample
(n 786)

Beta
Predictors Beta r

. 27 .28 4.01 Age .27 .35 .002

. 20 .36 4.01
Need to
keep tabs .14 .10 .05

Need to Need to have
keep tabs .12 .26 .03 influence -.13 -.14 .08

Ne d to know
what others Need to

say .11 .16- .04 plan day -.12 -.17 .10

Need to have
influence .08 .15 .18 SES

3
.11 .08 . .11

Sex
2

.06 .12 .23 Activity in -.10 -.15 .13

local org-
anizations

R
2

. .21 R
2

.20

1
The measure:of time spent with newspapers in the Dutch and in the

U.S. samples was,the average number of minutes spent per day reading a
newspaper. This was obtained by multiplying the number of dais per week
a person said he usually read a newspaper times the number of minutes he

said he spent yesterday, and dividing this product by seven. .

.0

-

2
A-positive.value of Beta.and r'for,the.sex.varlable.in the Dutch. .

aample means that being female was associated with more time spent with4
'newspapers. Dummy variable analysis was used to include aex as an in-
dependent Variable in the regression analysis.

3The measure of socioeconomic status (SES) 'in the-U,S. sample'was a

.
combination of occupational prestige and education level.

N.


